CIS150
Test 2 Review

The Easy Stuff







When and where is Test 2 scheduled?


Check Course Schedule - during our class time



Meet in Davidson Room 304 (computer lab)

Let your professor know ASAP if you have
an extenuating circumstance that conflicts
You will need at least an hour to complete it
Bring a pen / pencil and possibly a calculator,
although you will probably not need these

The Easy Stuff


Is there a Study Guide?




Is there a Sample Test?




No - but be sure to read through this presentation

No - although a couple of the commonly-missed
questions have been “recycled” from InClass 4

How will the test be given?


Digitally, via Blackboard



Questions and answers are randomized

Coverage


Reading and lecture material


All textbook presentation slides since Test 1
•
•
•
•






Intellectual Property Rights - Part 1
Intellectual Property Rights - Part 2
Regulating Internet Privacy - Consumer
Regulating Internet Privacy - Workplace

A Gift of Fire - Chapters 2, 4, 6
Case Studies in I.T. Ethics - Chapters 3, 4, 5
Will not include any Case Study material unless
it was specifically discussed as part of a lecture

Study Tips






Many of these are from students who have
scored well in previous CIS150 sections
Organize all of your study material, including
the textbooks, presentation slides, lecture
notes, readings, any other references
If you choose to study in a group, only study
with others who are serious about this test
Don't study any later than the time that you
usually check for light leaks in the eyelids

Study Tips







Create a study plan with specific time blocks
Find a quiet and comfortable place to study,
with good lighting and few distractions
Start out by studying the most important info
Make sure that you understand the material,
don't just try to memorize everything
Don’t wait until the night before to study,
instead, spread the time over a few days
Alternate between various types of material

What to Expect







Test 2 will be a bit more challenging than Test 1
Format will be quite similar to Test 1, with more
emphasis on essay questions (see PDF file)
Most of the questions are likely to be multiple
choice, true or false, and multiple answer
formats, with quite a few essay questions
A couple of most commonly missed questions
have been recycled from InClass Activity 4
Total number of questions finalized at 62

What to Expect


Breakdown by question type (preliminary):








Multiple Choice
19
True/False
15
Essay
7
Short Answer
8
Matching
6
Fill in the Blank
0
Multiple Answer
7
Note: Be careful about guessing on Multiple Answer

What to Expect


Breakdown by presentation (preliminary):





Intellectual Property Rights - Parts 1 & 2
Regulating Internet Privacy - Consumer
Regulating Internet Privacy - Workplace
Extra Credit - click hyperlinks below
•
•
•
•
•

30
14
10
8

Comet's Cursor Software Tracks Users' Web Visits
Copyright Basics
Copyright Infringement - File Sharing
Software Piracy Cost $50 Billion in 2008
Staying Safe on Social Network Sites

What to Expect


Some specific areas to focus your attention:











Copyright Law, Patents, Trademarks, Trade Secrets
Electronic Monitoring in the Workplace
Fair Information Practices
Landmark Court Cases in the United States
Market-Based, Social, Technology Solutions to IP
Privacy-Invasive Technologies
Impact of I.T. on Employment in the United States
Privacy Notice, Privacy Policy, Usage Policy
Acronyms (ACLU, BBB, BLS, CERT, CR, CSS, DMA,
DMCA, DRM, ECPA, EDR, FERPA, GUI, HIPPA, IP,
MP3, OSS, P2P, P3P, RIAA, SOX, TSA, USPTO, UTSA)

Blackboard Reminders












Open a browser window - use Mozilla Firefox
Access Blackboard directly - do not use Ulink
Proceed to Tests folder - will be available shortly
Read all instructions thoroughly before you begin
Find an easy question, answer it, then Save
Use Edit > Find in browser to search for terms
Right click, then left click to type in any text
Save work frequently - use the button at bottom
Let me know immediately about any issues you
may encounter, especially “Save in progress”

Test-Taking Tips





Read the directions and answer each question
carefully to avoid making a careless error
Take note of underlined text and key words
First, jot down key points for essay responses
Answer the easy questions on the first pass to
build confidence, accrue points, and orient




You may want to focus on your strengths initially
Come back to essays (or short answers) later on
Avoid spending more than 30 seconds on each

Test-Taking Tips


On the second pass, answer the essay or short
answer format questions that seem familiar





Focus on those that have higher points values
Avoid spending more than 2-3 minutes on each

Be sure to leave 10-15 minutes for final pass





Eliminate those answers you know are either
incorrect or don’t appear to fit the question
Take a best guess on any unanswered questions
Be cautious guessing on multiple answer format

Test-Taking Tips




Carefully examine all responses to ensure you
did not overlook anything this is essential
Make sure you have answered every question
Only change your original answer to a given
question if one of the following applies:






You have clearly made a mistake
You misread the question on the initial attempt
You found a useful information elsewhere on test

Resist the urge to leave as soon as you finish

Any Questions

